A molecular mechanics force field for biologically important sterols.
A parameterization has been performed of the biologically important sterols cholesterol, ergosterol, and lanosterol for the CHARMM27 all-atom molecular mechanics force field. An automated parameterization method was used that involves fitting the potential to vibrational frequencies and eigenvectors derived from quantum-chemical calculations. The partial charges were derived by fitting point charges to quantum-chemically calculated electrostatic potentials. To model the dynamics of the hydroxyl groups of the sterols correctly, the parameter set was refined to reproduce the energy barrier for the rotation of the hydroxyl group around the carbon connected to the hydroxyl of each sterol. The frequency-matching plots show good agreement between the CHARMM and quantum chemical normal modes. The parameters are tested in a molecular dynamics simulation of the cholesterol crystal structure. The experimental geometry and cell dimensions are well reproduced. The force field derived here is also useful for simulating other sterols such as the phytosterols sigmasterol, and campesterol, and a variety of steroids.